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Below you will find the syllabus for the Second Year of the Latin Course, subdivided according to the 
chapters of the textbook.  
To facilitate consultation, we have chosen to list the grammatical rules presented in each chapter. This will 
also allow those who are not yet familiar with the inductive-contextual method to compare the topics 
addressed in our course with any other Latin grammar book. 
However, it is very important to bear in mind that our courses never call for the study of grammatical rules 
by the sole means of the memorization of declensions and conjugations; rather, each rule is learned 
through direct use, and is fully grasped within the context in which it appears. 
 
 

Second Year Latin Syllabus 
 

In addition to completing the study of those few grammatical rules that are not presented during the First 
Year, during the Second Year the students will focus on expanding their lexicon and, above all, on grasping 
all of the verbal expressions and phraseological nexus, since knowledge of these is required in order to 
attain the ability to fluently read even the most elaborate classical texts. Language, in fact, does not consist 
of individual juxtaposed words, but rather of iuncturae verborum, nexus of words, since “aliud est Latine, 
aliud grammatice loqui” (Quintilianus, Institutio oratoria I, 9). 
Upon completion of the Advanced Level, then, beyond possessing knowledge of the entirety of Latin 
grammar, students will have learned the 3000 most common words of the Latin language and around 1800 
phraseological nexus. 
 

 

Chapter XXXVI 

Lexicon 

129 new words 

Phraseology 

43 new phraseological nexus 

Grammar 

-          Irregular comparatives and superlatives 

-          The verb vēnire 

-          The final dative 

-          Ablative of privation 

-          Genitive of quality 

-          Construction of the verb curare 

-          Subjunctive of possibility 

-          The aspect of verbs 
  
  

Chapter XXXVII 

Lexicon 

126 new words 

Phraseology 

101 new phraseological nexus  

Grammar 

-          Ablative of origin 

-          Ablative of distance 

-          Ablative of privation 

-          Syntax of the dative 

-          Historical present 

-          Historical perfect 
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Chapter XXXVIII 

Lexicon 

78 new words 

Phraseology 

93 new phraseological nexus  

Grammar 

-          Declension of Greek names 

-          The pronoun quicumque, quaecumque, quodcumque 

-          Verbal nouns of the IV declension 

-          Deponent verbs with the ablative 

-          The verbs iuvat and praestat 
  
  

Chapter XXXIX 

Lexicon 

106 new words 

Phraseology 

114 new phraseological nexus  

Grammar 

-          Comparative degrees of the adjective pius 

-          The exclamatory infinitive 

-          Improper relative clauses 

-          Construction of the verb paenitet 

-          Attraction of the relative pronoun  
  
  

Chapter XL 

Lexicon 

102 new words 

Phraseology 

134 new phraseological nexus  

Grammar 

-          The double dative 

-          Accusatives of relation 

-          Impersonal passive 

-          Construction of the verb taedet 

-          Verba dubitandi followed by quin 

-          The characterizing subjunctive 
  
  

Chapter XLI 

Lexicon 

101 new words 

Phraseology 

131 new phraseological nexus  

Grammar 

-          Other impersonal verbs 

-          The potential subjunctive 

-          The generic “tu” 
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Chapter XLII 

Lexicon 

142 new words 

Phraseology 

201 new phraseological nexus 

Grammar 

-          The indefinite pronoun quilibet, quaelibet, quodlibet 

-          Perfect participles with present value 

-          Construction of the verb piget 

-          Other functions of the subjunctive 
  
  

Chapter XLIII 

Lexicon 

129 new words 

Phraseology 

189 new phraseological nexus  

Grammar 

-          Use of the pronouns uter and uterque in the plural 

-          Dative of effect 
  
  

Chapter XLIV 

Lexicon 

148 new words 

Phraseology 

203 new phraseological nexus 

Grammar 

-          Specific characteristics of nouns with the root ending in –i 

-          Uses of the dative gerund 

-          Historical infinitive 
  
  

Chapter XLV 

Lexicon 

138 new words 

Phraseology 

163 new phraseological nexus 

Grammar 

-          Particular uses of gerunds and gerundives  

-          Futurum esse + ut and the subjunctive 

 


